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The facade of the cathe-

dral, although it •'straddles" 112th street, will
nevor be able to be •en in the comprehensive
way it would have been by facing- the Heights.
And another thing, there are more people looking at the back •\u25a0: the cathedral each day
from
elevated train windows, trolleys and apartment

houses below the Heights than will cross the
"convenient" front portals in a year.
Just at present you may enter the grounds
through any one of a Dumber of gates.
Some
day there \u25a0rill be an imposing gateway
and
lodge built across the corner of 110th street and
Amsterdam avenue, from which a wide, treelined path will lead diagonally across the
grounds to a side door of the cathedral.
Such
buildings as a library, a choir school and a residence for the bishop will fringe the little park.
while at the present time a deaconnes-scs' school
and home is being put up on the 110th street
side of the grounds.
Passing between the numerous ateliers, where
statues and parts of the stone work are carved,
and thence across the easy slope of grass, somehow faintly reminiscent of the lawns of Surrey.
one comes upon the sleep wooden steps leading
up to the entrance in the south side of the
cathedral.
To cross the threshold and enter
beneath the towering domes and arches are like
going from one outdoors into another.
Everything about the interior has been designed to
give wide open freedom of suggestion.
The
hug-e square space which will ultimately be only
the crossing: of the nave and transepts, but
which now form? the body of the church, will
hold three thousand people.
Stand at the end of this space looking forward
toward the high a'tar and its screen of sacred
figures, and one of the most unusual features
of the building at once takes shape.
It is the
tremendous upward sweep of lines and mounting arches, climaxing in the eight enormous
granite columns
which stand in a semicircle
behind the high, white altar like Olympian sentinels. These giant columns were used to save j
the vista from shrinking about the altar, as it
does in all other Gothic cathedrals which are
built on the plan of St. John's. It is a novelty
BISHOP'S CHAIR AND CHOIR STALLS.
in architectural designing, deliberately planned
Allmade of finest oak. The chair is 25 feet high.
to give the altar place the chief prominence and
«
to preserve the sr-nse of largeness which, be- try, one might call the American note in the
Everything- leads the eye upward, so much s<X
cause it seems to be characteristic of this coun- building.
that to the born climber there is no resisting it.
He looks far galleries or hidden stairs, or even
scaffolding- upon which he may pull himself
aloft in rhythm with the upward win? of marble and stone. And there are ways of getting
up, but climbing should be saved till the last,
for it is in its lofty places that a huge building
hides some of its choicest secrets. The messages
of the spaces below are written out so that the
passing pilgrim may read.
In the Old World cathedrals interest centres
in the fa. that the building is a local productIt was built by the personal work of some little
community, without money, without machinery
and with only the materials that could be quarried or manufactured in the vicinity.
In our modern-mediaeval structure hov7 different the circumstances!
Four million
liars
have already been spent, and It may need tea
millions more before completion.
Contract
labor supplies the hands, and each stone is laid
to the tune of at least four languages. But it is
in the distance from which the materials themselves have been brought that the cathedral
loses all possibility of purely local flavor.
Beneath the granite columns and around tha
bases of the walls glows the rose-colored stone
of Georgia; and under that, insubdued light, lies
Pennsylvania's cool green onyx. Vermont .sent
us the marl
for the white a!t~-r, and the dull
red steps in the Belmont chapel are red jasper
from the mountains of the far Northwest. Tha
pale limestone surrounding the altar place wa3
brought from Minnesota, while Peekskill hilla
have been diminished to supply the granite for
the outside walls. The angry looking, yellow
spotted marble that throws into high relief tha
altar table in the Oriental chapel ras brought
in freight ships from Egypt, and the delicately
wrought table itself was quarried in the marble
Ids of Carrara. The glass of tha high ea^t
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THE FIRST DETAILED VIEW OF THE REREDOS EVER PHOTOGRAPHED.
and is 45 feet h.gh, to the sumrr.it of the cross, by 35 feet wide.
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